The Power to Plan

See and understand what lies beneath the surface of your current IT infrastructure.

**CAPACITY**
Understand your current ability to scale technical investments for future business growth.

**DIAGNOSTICS**
Know the spectrum of your IT issues to enable better employee productivity—improving reliability, security and efficiency.

**DOCUMENTATION**
Executive-level documentation you need to fully understand the business aspects of your current network infrastructure.

---

Exceptional IT. Real People. Bigger Purpose.

CALTECH.COM  877-223-6401
Knowledge is power—
the power to PLAN and ACT.

IT Operations Assessment by CalTech
A comprehensive, objective, and fully actionable evaluation of the status, health, and future capacity of your IT infrastructure, written for executives. An assessment that gives you the power and confidence to make critical decisions and plan ahead.

Documentation
Detailed written findings and recommendations for hardware configuration, bandwidth usage, available technologies, and IT staffing.
Full presentation given to executive management team.

Basic Features
Meetings to confirm organization business model, business strategy and future growth plans.
Comprehensive analysis of current network design, capacity, hardware age, and present efficiency.
Review of cybersecurity standing, current IT support systems, processes, and impact on organization’s productivity (includes staff and management interviews).

Visit CalTech.com or call us at (877) 223-6401 to speak to one of our IT experts.